2017 RMR VOLUNTEERS – WE L0VE U!
For those people who would like to volunteer to assist in putting on the Ruby Mountain
Relay, please contact us at rubymountainrelay@gmail.com
There will be many volunteer opportunities, including providing assistance at the start and
finish areas, managing the exchange points, and marshaling the course. Most of the volunteers will
be used to handle the exchange points. We will assign them to an exchange point that is convenient
for them, i.e. close to where they live or work. Time commitment will be approx. 6 hours but probably
less. Usually 1-2 volunteers per exchange point depending on the exchange point and volunteer
availability and 2-3 volunteers per major “Wagon” exchange point. One will track the teams as they
pass by. The other(s) will help direct parking of team vehicles. We will provide materials, including a
chart with a list of the teams and other pertinent information to volunteers at the exchange locations.
If you want to be assigned to work with other volunteers that you know, we will keep you together.
For those volunteers who want to accept a bigger challenge and earn brownie points, we will assign
you to a nighttime exchange point or assign you to two exchange points, one on Friday and one on
Saturday.

There will be a volunteer t-shirt/cowbell
pick-up on Thursday August 3, 2016 at
5:00 pm and a volunteer meeting at 5:30
PM at the Northeastern Nevada Museum
1515 Idaho St. Elko. This will be an
opportunity to ask questions and further
cover details at an optional volunteer
meeting. If you are unable to pick up your
packet please email
rubymountainrelay@gmail.com and we
will bring your t-shirt to your volunteer
location.
Each volunteer receives an official volunteer shirt and a cowbell to help cheer on the runners.
In addition, we have arranged a free Pizza dinner, at the museum, during packet pickup at 6:00 PM.
We also invite you to the Finish Line festivities on Saturday afternoon.
Most Spirited Exchange Point Contest. The runners are encouraged to have fun, so we
want to do the same with the volunteers. Do whatever you want to do to show your enthusiasm,
such as having a theme, wear costumes, provide a refreshment, play music (cannot be too loud if
near homes), etc., etc. The most spirited exchange point and the volunteers at that exchange point
will receive a small prize.
Believe it or not, the volunteers will have just as much fun as the runners. Like any other
special event, we will need many volunteers to ensure that the Ruby Mountain Relay Adventure is a
big success. We thank you for your interest and your help. The Ruby Mountain Relay would not be
possible without the support of volunteers.

VOLUNTEER INFORMATION
Volunteer Requirements and Important Information
·
Teams residing within 250 miles of Elko County, NV need to provide 1 volunteer for the race (van
drivers do not count as volunteers). Teams who do not contribute a volunteer will be required to pay $99
per team by July 30, 2016. We will use those monies to obtain volunteers.
·
Volunteers must be 16 years or older and have a valid driver's license, provide their own
transportation to and from their assigned location, wear their volunteer t-shirt while at their assigned
location, be physically able to perform their assigned duties, be willing to fulfill any assigned volunteer
time, be willing to fulfill their entire shift at an assigned location and provide their own food and drink
during their shift.
·
Volunteer assignments are 6 hours in length but most likely less, depending on the assignment.
Please arrive no later than 10 minutes early to your assigned location to ensure you are ready when the
first runners pass by.
·
Volunteer assignments are on a first come first serve basis, so please sign up early for the
assignment that you want!
Please note that we cannot guarantee you will receive the assignment.
·
All volunteers are invited to the finish line party on Saturday to celebrate with finishing relay
teams.
·
If you have any questions or concerns about any volunteer related issues please email us
rubymountainrelay@gmail.com

Job Assignments
1.
Exchange Point Volunteer: This assignment involves working at one of the 35 Exchange Points
along the course. Some of the responsibilities included calling out participant numbers, directing traffic in
the parking areas, tracking the teams coming into the Exchange Point, staying in communication with
race officials during the race, and managing equipment and rules of the Exchange Point. We will provide
you with your volunteer t-shirt and other materials pertaining to your assignment at the team and
volunteer check-in on Thursday August 3, 2017 (see below). Volunteer meeting starts at 5:30 PM.
Being an Exchange Point Volunteer is particularly exciting, for you are on the course and you get to see
the runners in action. It can also be at an odd time of the night. We appreciate your spirit of adventure
and your help with this important part of the event.
To view Course Maps go to: www.rubymountainrelay.com. If you are not able to attend volunteer checkin on Thursday night please email us in advance at rubymountainrelay@gmail.com and we will take your
volunteer shirt and items to your volunteer location and put them under the cone.
2.
Course Monitor Volunteer: There are certain points on the course where we will need people to
monitor certain locations that are not exchange points. Each of these locations has special needs. We
will meet with you separately to address the needs of the assignment. You should plan to stop by the
runner and volunteer Check-in on Thursday August 3, 2017 (see below) and attend the volunteer
meeting at 5:30PM on Thursday August 3.

General Information:
Safety is our number one concern. Please ensure vehicles park in designated areas and runners are
safe at all times. Remind runners to wear their required reflective safety vest from 7PM to 7AM and a head
lamp. You are in-charge of your location so do your best to ensure things run smoothly but also let runners
have fun. If there is a problem do what you can to solve it in a diplomatic way. Check-in regularly with the
contact person/race official closest to your exchange, if cell phone reception allows. A list of contact phone
numbers is included in the runner's guide that can be found at www.rubymountainrelay.com. Inform them of
any serious problems. If you do not have cell phone service, watch for race officials driving the course.
They will be checking in on you as often as they can. Please note that we may ask you to move locations,
at the last minute, if we need your help at an exchange down the road. We thank you in advance for
“enjoying the journey”. It is not required but suggested that you have a first aid kit or other emergency
supplies such as a blanket and extra water that you can keep in your vehicle in case of an emergency. If
you are the last volunteer, at any given location, please do your part to make sure the site is clean. When
the last runner has passed, place all race supplies in the designated box for later pick up and you are free
to leave. As you depart please consider stopping at volunteer stations along the way & check-in on your
fellow volunteers still on assignment. See if they need anything and give them a cheer.
Recommended items to bring with you: folding chair, sun umbrella, hat, sunscreen, cell phone, telling
time device such as watch or cell phone, sack lunch/snacks, water, reading materials, toilet paper (just in
case porta-potty runs out), wet wipes, jacket, gloves, flash light or head lamp, pop-up canopy tent, card
table, highlighter, extra pens, water shooters (for fun) etc. Please bring anything you feel would make your
time more comfortable. These items are not required only recommended for your comfort.

Volunteer Check-in
Check-in will be Thursday August 3, 2017 at 5:00PM (PDT – Pacific Daylight Time) with an optional
volunteer meeting at 5:30PM. Location will be the Northeastern Nevada Museum 1515 Idaho St. Elko, NV
89801.

Volunteer Substitutions
If you cannot fulfill your assignment please find a replacement. Please contact us at
rubymountainrelay@gmail.com to notify us of your replacement. All volunteers must register and sign the
release and waiver at rubymountainrelay.com. See sample release and waiver below. We cannot
guarantee proper shirt sizes for volunteers that register after July 15.

Disclaimer: The listed times are based on thoughtful calculations. Thank you in advance for
your flexibility and willingness to enjoy the journey, whatever it might look like.

THANK YOU!

VOLUNTEER POSITIONS & TIMES
Please review assignments below and select your position by filling out the Volunteer Position From and also
indicating your t-shirt size at www.rubymountinrelay.com under the race & volunteer information link. Red =
position filled. EPV = Exchange Point Volunteer * CV = Course Volunteer * WEV = Wagon Exchange Volunteer

Pre-Relay - Thursday, August 3, 2017
Job Title

Name/Shirt/Team

Location

Runner Bag Stuffer - Laura Fisher - M - Run Like The Winded
Runner Bag Stuffer - Katherine Kenny
Runner Bag Stuffer - Ellie, Ava & CJ Simmons

Time

Northeastern Nevada Museum 1:00 PM
1:00 PM
1:00 PM

Event Day - Friday, August 4, 2017
Job

Name/Shirt/Team

Anne Simmons - M
simmons.anne@gmail.com - 801-718-0557
EPV J&A Nisbet -XL/XL -The Unpredictables
waanelko@citlink.net - 775-340-2682
EPV Name - shirt - team
email - phone
CV
Name - Shirt - Team
email - phone
EPV Barbara LeBret - M
barbwill@uidaho.edu 208-310-1273
EPV Terry St. Louis - M - Biker Chicks
tstlouis@frontiernet.net - 775-753-7513
EPV Name - shirt - Team
email - phone
CV
Arturo Ruiz -M - Autism Network
sruiz1234@gmail.com 801-824-0647
WPV Sylvia Ruiz - L - Autism Network
sruiz1234@gmail.com - 801-824-0647
CV
Sydney/Rush SimmonsS/XL ½ Dozen Cousins
k_kenney@yahoo.com
CV
Katherine Kenney - XL- Dumbledor’s Army
k_kenney@yahoo.com 808-557-2079
EPV D&M Lassiter/Steve - XLx3-Solenis
mdlass@frontiernet.net/jlassiter@barrick.com - 775-778-6648
EPV Cindy Conley - M - KickinASSphalt
lamoillefencing@frontiernet.net - 775-397-2781
CV
Name- shirt - team name
email phone
EPV Heidi Draper - XL - Running W/Nutz
draperj@frontiernet.net - 775-934-2096
CV
Susan Fisk - L - Young Spirit
fisk_sue@hotmail.com 775-738-2556
EPV Name - shirt - team name
email - phone
EPV Vikki Riddle - S
vikkillama@hotmail.com 775-779-2283
WPV Marianne Johnson
775-340-8580
EPV Name - Shirt - Team
email - Phone
EPV Linda Zunino - L - 6 Chicks
lzunino15@gmail.com 775-744-427
EPV Anne & Katherine
k_kenney@yahoo.com -808-557-2079
EPV Crystal Wilkensen - L
crazytazpepper@gmail.com 208-490-6529
EPV Vikki Riddle - S
vikkillama@hotmail.com - 775-779-2283

START

Location

Time

Roads End - Lamoille Canyon - Start Line

4:00 AM-12:00 PM

Exchange 1 - Thomas Creek Campground

5:00AM - 11:00 AM

Exchange 2 - Lamille Canyon Entrance Sign

6:00 AM - 12:00 AM

Lamoille Canyon/SR227 Crossing

6:30 AM - 12:30 PM

Exchange 3 - Lamoille Grove

7:00 AM - 1:00 PM

Exchange 4 - Junction upper & lower Lamoille

7:00 AM - 1:30 PM

Exchange 5 - Rabbit Creek Ranch

7:45 AM - 1:45 PM

Lower Lamoille Rd/Bellwood Dr.-turn down

8:45 AM - 2:45 PM

Exchange 6 - Spring Creek Marina

9:00 AM - 3:00 PM

Bellwood Dr/Spring Creek Parkway x-ing

9:00 AM - 3:00 PM

Spring Creek Parkway/Marina x-ing

9:00 AM - 3:00 PM

Exchange 7- Lower Lamoille Rd/Lamiolle Hwy X-ing

9:30 AM - 3:30 PM

Exchange 8 - Lamoille Hwy/Palace Parkway x-ing

10:00 AM - 4:00 PM

Lamoille Hwy SR 227/Palace Parkway x-ing walk

10:00 AM - 4:00 PM

Exchange 9 - Spring Creek Horse Palace

11:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Horse Palace Intersection

11:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Exchange 10 - (near) 2057 Pleasant Valley Road

11:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Exchange 11 - Sheep Creek Bridge (near Lee)

12:00 PM - 4:30 PM

Exchange 12 - South Fork Reservation

12:30 PM-6:30 PM

Exchange 13 - State Road 228 Pull-off Area

2:00 PM-8:00 PM

Exchange 14 - Jiggs, NV

3:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Exchange 15 - Base of Harrison Pass

4:00 PM - 10:00 PM

Exchange 16 - Harrison Pass Summit (Key Ring)

5:30 PM - 11:30 PM

Exchange 17 - Harrison Pass/Ruby Valley x-ing

6:00 PM - 12:30 AM

WEV Ellen Mueller- XLelcmue@gmail.com 801-809-3230
EPV name-shirt - team name
email- phone
EPV Name - Shirt - Team
email - Phone
EPV Valorie Wines - S
vwines58@gmail.com 775-000-0000

Exchange 18 - Ruby Lake Wild life Refuge hq 7:00 PM-1:00 AM
Exchange 19 - Harrison Pass/Ruby Valley x-ing 9:00 PM - 3:00 AM
Exchange 20 - 7H Ranch

9:30 PM - 3:30 AM

Exchange 21 - Ruby Valley Rock House

10:00 PM - 4:00 AM

Event Day - Saturday, August 5, 2017
Job

Name/Shirt/Team

Location

Time

Exchange 22 - Red Barn

11:00 PM - 5:00AM

Exchange 23 - Ruby Valley Community Hall

12:00AM - 6:00 AM

CV

Joe Brown- XL- Jacks n Jennies
ajb_04_04@yahoo.com 775-777-5311
Name - Shirt - Team
lemail - phone
Jenny Portrey

CV

Jenny Portrey

Wagon Exchange 24 - Ruby Valley LDS Chruch 9:00 PM - 2:00 AM

EPV
EPV

Wagon Exchange 24 - Ruby Valley LDS Church 7:00 PM - 12:00 AM

WEV Jenny Portrey - XL 8017872807
Wagon Exchange 24 - Ruby Valley LDS Church
jportrey@hotmail.com
EPV Tyler & Nancy Livingstone L/M - 775-779-9931 Exchange 25 - Neff Equipment
tylerandnancy@gmail.com - 775-779-2273(shop)
EPV Joel Shaub - XL
Exchange 26 - Ruby Guard
email - 541-252-2773
EPV Mia Krenka - L - Mattie’s Bar & Grill
Exchange 27 - Ruby Valley Fire Station
mkrenka@gmail.com phone
EPV Name - shirt - team
Exchange 28 - Rock Wall Pull-Around
email - phone
EPV Name - shirt - team
Exchange 29 - Starr Valley Turn-Off
email - phone
CV
Korri & Dean Ward - M/M - Autism Breakfast Wagon Exchange 30 - Dahl Ranch
korriward@yahoo.com - 775-934-6870
WEV Claudia Wines - xl & Coralee Dahl - xlSpeeding Wagon Exchange 30 -Dahl Ranch
claudia@pebbledrive.net /markedahl@gmail.com
EPV Deb & Matt Thiel-M/XL - I love Beef
Exchange 31 - Starr Valley Community Hall
debbithiel@gmail.com - 775-340-7811
EPV Tracy Smiley - Xlx2
Exchange 32 - Smiley Ranch
email - 775-752-2558
EPV Crystal Wilkensen - L
Exchange 33- Horse Pasture Turn-Off
crazytazpepper@gmail.com - 208-490-6529
CV
Name - Shirt - Team Name
Horse Pasture - midway point water station
email - Phone
(need a large truck or off road veh to access)
EPV Forest Reid - XL
Exchange 34 - Horse Pasture/Angel Lake Rd
defoit@hotmail.com 775-544-2179
EPV Name - Shirt - Team
Exchange 35- Angel Lake Road Pull-Off
email - phone
Ellen Mueller - M
elcmue@gmail.com - 801-809-3230
Katherine Kenny - L
k_kenney@yahoo.com
Nathan Wilkinson - XL
blindcupcake@gmail.com 208-404-4060

Wells City Park Finish Line
Wells City Park Finish Line
Course Sweeper

1:00 AM - 7:30 AM
1:30 AM - 7:30 AM
3:00 AM - 9:00 AM
4:00 AM - 10:00 AM
5:00 AM - 11:00 AM
6:00 AM - 12:00 PM
5:00 AM - 1:00 PM
6:00 AM - 1:00 PM
7:00 AM - 2:00 PM
7:45 AM - 2:00 PM
8:30 AM - 3:00 PM
9:30 AM - 3:30 PM
9:45 AM - 4:00 PM
10:30 AM - 5:30 PM

11:00 AM - 6:00 PM

Exchange 1 – Thomas Creek Campground: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Direct traffic
Exchange 2 – Lamoille Canyon Entrance Sign: Write exchange time on provided time sheet. Direct traffic
Course Volunteer - Lamoille Canyon/SR 227 Crossing: Direct runner across the street & toward The Grove
Exchange 3 - Lamoille Town Park – The Grove: Direct runner into The Grove -from SR 277, & over the bridge and out of the park. Write exchange time on provided sheet
Exchange 4 - Junction of Upper & Lower Lamoille Road: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Direct runners down Lower Lomille Rd.
Exchange 5 - Rabbit Creek Ranch: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Direct traffic
Course Volunteer - Lower Lamoille Rd/Bellwood Drive-turn down: Direct runners down Bellwood from Lower Lamoille and return runners back onto Lower Lamoille (critical turn)
Exchange 6 - Spring Creek Marina: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Direct traffic. Direct runners to go around the Marina
Course Volunteer - Bellwood Drive/Spring Creek Parkway Xing: Direct runners to turn and run toward Marina entrance. Direct returning runners back up to Lower Lamoille. Direct Traffic.
Course Volunteer - Spring Creek Parkway/Marina Crossing: Direct incoming runners to go into the Marina entrance. Direct outgoing runners, which have just run around the Marina, back to the Bellwood.
Exchange 7 - Lower Lamoille RD/Lamoille Hwy Xing: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Direct runners onto the Lamoille Hwy Path.
Exchange 8 - Lamoille Hwy/Palace Parkway Crossing & X-walk: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Help runners cross Hwy.
Exchange 9 - Spring Creek Horse Palace: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Direct runners in and out. Direct traffic
Course Volunteer - Horse Palace Intersection: Direct incoming runners up to Horse Palace & outgoing runners back on to the road
Exchange 10 – (Near) 2057 Pleasant Valley Road: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Direct traffic away from rancher gates.
Exchange 11 - Sheep Creek Bridge: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Direct runners across the bridge. Direct traffic
Exchange 12 - South Fork Reservation: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Direct runners in & out of exchange area. Direct traffic.
Exchange 13 - State Road 228 Pull-Off Area: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Direct traffic.
Exchange 14 - Jiggs, NV: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Direct traffic. Ring the fire bell!
Exchange 15 - Base of Harrison Pass: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Direct traffic.
Exchange 16 - Harrison Pass summit: Write exchange time on provide sheet, pass out (key ring) – one per team. Direct Traffic
Exchange 17 - Harrison Pass/Ruby Valley Xing: Write exchange time on provided sheet of incoming runners – Direct incoming runners to the Refuge Hdqts and outgoing runners down Ruby Valley.
Exchange 18 - Ruby Lake Wild life Refuge Hdqs: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Direct traffic. Direct runners where to sleep. Encourage quiet.
Exchange 19 - Harrison Pass/Ruby Valley Crossing: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Help EX 17 volunteer direct incoming runners to Refuge hdqts and outgoing runners down Ruby Valley.
Exchange 20 - 7H Ranch: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Direct traffic
Exchange 21 - Ruby Valley Rock House: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Direct traffic
Exchange 22 - Ruby Valley Community Hall: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Direct traffic
Exchange 23 - Red Barn: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Direct traffic
Exchange 24 - Ruby Valley LDS Church: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Direct traffic. Direct sleeping runners to nearby field & church-Contact relay staff.
Exchange 25 - Neff Equipment: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Direct traffic.
Exchange 26 - Ruby Guard: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Direct traffic.
Exchange 27 - Ruby Valley Fire Station: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Direct traffic.
Exchange 28 - Rock Wall Pull-Around: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Direct traffic
Exchange 29 - Starr Valley Turn-Off: Direct runners & traffic to Starr Valley. Write exchange time on provided sheet.
Exchange 30 - Dahl Ranch: Direct runners & traffic in & out of ranch. Write exchange time on provided sheet.
Exchange 31 - Starr Valley Community Hall: Direct traffic & runners toward Wells. Write exchange time on provided sheet.
Exchange 32 - Smiley Ranch: Direct traffic & runners toward Wells. Write exchange time on provided sheet.
Exchange 33 - Horse Pasture Road Turn-Off: Direct vehicles to Wells (Warn of bad road). Write exchange time on provided sheet.
Course Volunteer - Horse Pasture Midway Water Station: Can only be reached with big truck or off-road vehicle. Give out water & cheer!
Exchange 34 - Horse Pasture Rd/Angel Lk Rd Xing: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Direct Traffic
Exchange 35 - Angel Lake Road Pull: Write exchange time on provided sheet. Text 801-718-0557 team name as they pass. Direct traffic.

Ruby Mountain Relay Race Release and Waiver – ALL ATHLETES, VOLUNTEERS OR OTHERWISE MUST READ AND SIGN. PLEASE READ
CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING THE ACKNOWLEDGMENT, WAIVER AND RELEASE FROM LIABILITY
As a condition of my participation in the 2015 Ruby Mountain Relay (the “Event”) as a runner, volunteer or otherwise, I hereby covenant not to sue and
agree to release from liability the Ruby Mountain Relay, together with its founders, owners, officers, directors, managers, agents and employees, including
but not limited to Ruby Mountain Relay, Ruby Mountain Race Series and their respective officers, directors, managers, members, agents and employees;
Relay race officials and volunteers; and any and all other sponsors, suppliers, agents, independent contractors and other personnel in any way assisting or
associated with this Event (collectively “Releasees”). This release is a contract with legal and binding consequences and it applies to all activities relating
to the Event, whether located on the race course, exchanges or other race-related venues. I have read this document carefully before signing, and I
understand what it means and what I am agreeing to by signing.
In consideration of the acceptance of my application for entry or participation as a volunteer in this Event by one or more
Releasees, I hereby freely agree to and make the following contractual representations and agreements.

I know that this Event, which takes place both in daylight and at night, is held on open roads and is a potentially hazardous activity. I voluntarily assume
full and complete responsibility for all risks associated with participating in the Event and for any injury or accident that may occur during my participation
in this Event, including by way of example and not limitation: illness; traveling to and from the event; falls; collisions with pedestrians, vehicles, other
participants, and fixed or moving objects; the effects of weather, including temperature extremes and humidity; traffic accidents; the negligence of myself
and/or others, including Releasees; and road conditions, including darkness and surface conditions such as pot holes. I am aware of and appreciate all of
these risks. I understand that both vehicle traffic and spectators will be present along the race course and that police protection will not be provided. I
know that the presence of vehicle traffic during the race presents the risk of motor vehicle accidents involving participants, spectators, and/or other
vehicles, and that such accidents can result in death or serious injury.
As a condition of my participation, I agree to abide by all traffic and pedestrian laws and regulations and to follow any and all of Releasees' safety
instructions, including all rules and conditions set forth in the Race Guide, which is available on the Ruby Mountain Relay website,
www.rubymountainrelay.com. I understand that my failure to do so may result in serious injury or death and may be grounds for my disqualification from
this Event.
I acknowledge that I should not enter and participate in this event unless I am medically able and properly trained. I agree to abide by any decision of a
race official relative to my ability to safely complete this road race and I further agree that race officials may authorize necessary emergency treatment
for me.
Having read this waiver and knowing and assuming these risks, and in consideration of the acceptance of my participation, I hereby for myself, my heirs,
my executors, administrators or anyone else who might claim on my behalf (collectively “Successors”), covenant not to sue, and waive, release, and
discharge Releasees from any and all claims or liability of any kind or nature whatsoever arising out of my participation in this Event, even though such
liability may arise out of negligence or carelessness on the part of Releases. I hereby authorize Ruby Mountain Relay and Ruby Mountain Race Series, to
use my image or likeness for race promotional purposes. I understand the race registration fees are nonrefundable. I have read or will read the Race
Guide and agree to abide by the rules and conditions contained therein.
I acknowledge and agree, for myself and my Successors, that the above representations are contractually binding, and are not mere recitals, and that
should I or my Successors assert a claim contrary to what I have agreed to in this agreement, the claiming party shall be liable for the expenses (including
legal fees) incurred by the Releasees in defending such claim. This agreement may not be modified orally, and a waiver or modification of any provision
shall not be construed as a waiver or modification of any other provision herein or as consent to any subsequent waiver or modification. I consent to the
release by any third party to Releasees and their insurance carriers of my name and medical information that may relate to any injury or death I may
suffer arising from my participation in the Event. Every term and provision of this agreement is intended to be severable. If any one or more of them is
found to be unenforceable or invalid, that shall not affect the other terms and provisions, which shall remain binding and enforceable.
that I have read this document and understand its contents.

Printed Name:

Signature:

Date:

I hereby affirm

